
Positive Parenting: Boundaries 
When you have a limit set in place and yet your child treats it as if this limit is optional or all together not required, 

your boundaries are being crossed - but why and what can you do about it? 

DOES ALL DONE (NO) MEAN ALL DONE (NO) YES, SOMETIMES OR MAYBE??? 

 

Are our limits firm or soft? 

Words + Actions 

Firm= clear and consistent 

Soft = unclear and/or inconsistent. Soft limits arise when our words are not supported by our action.  

Let’s look at the messages we send our little scientists that help create soft limits for our children. 

When our rules are rules in theory but not in practice we Invite testing, misbehavior and power struggles. 

RULE: Cookies after dinner (not before). Child is eating cookies as mom makes dinner. Parent sees and responds “Oh 

Adam, you’re not supposed to eat cookies before dinner—you’ll ruin your appetite. If you feel like something sweet 

before dinner would you let me know? I don’t want you to ruin your dinner buddy.” (child eating cookies) - “Alright, so 

you’ll let me know next time won’t you?” Child finishes  cookies, nods appropriately and runs off. 

LESSON: _____ is okay as long as I can tolerate mom/dad's _______ (talking/annoying lectures/disapproval/etc.) 

OUR WORDS 
 

Wish, hopes and should: say to the child, "stopping would be nice but you don't really have to." 

Reminding and repeating: teaches the child to tune out/ignore. "How many times do I have to tell you ?"  

Warnings and second/third/fourth chances: it’s really okay. There are no consequences.                              

Reasoning and over explaining: what if they are not convinced? Seat belt. Helmet. Eating. Brushing teeth                                                              

Lecturing/complaining/begging. “Why are you moving so slow? You need to get out of bed. Eat. Get dresses for heav-

ens sakes you are a snail. The bus comes at 8. I have to ——.” Blah blah blah. “Please get moving. Put this on, would 

you? Please? It will make me happy! You did it yesterday? Pleeeease…” The message is lost. Avoid pleading, begging. 

Set things up ahead to be clear and consistent. Pick out clothes night before. Agree to wake time. Set an alarm. “If you 

miss the bus you can walk to school.” You can involve the child in determining the consequence ahead of time.                              

Ignoring misbehavior: If a firm boundary is being crossed and ignored, you are giving it a green light. Hitting. Throwing 

food. Blowing milk bubbles at the table. Jumping. Running. Not all of these actions are deliberate misbehaviors. You 

need to decide which actions are crossing your firm boundaries and which might respond to ritual, play, redirection. If 

an action is a clear misbehavior, crossing a firm boundary you have set in place, respond calmly and consistently in a 

way that says STOP with your words and your actions. Helping our children grows involves helping them understand 

their boundaries and limits. Remove toy. Leave the store, etc. There is safety and comfort in our boundaries. Children 

thrive in having and knowing their boundaries so they can  LIVE into them. 

Unclear directives: “Don’t eat too much.” “Eat a little more.” “Come home early.” “Be nice.” etc: Spell it out clearly! 

Do what I say not what I do: “STOP YELLING!!!!!!”  “Be respectful you spoiled brat.” Model what you are asking for. 

Arguing and debating: verbal sparring invites power struggles and limit testing.  

Bribes and rewards: Cooperation is optional and contingent on receiving a reward. (Share story @ reading books) 


